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EVANGELISM THAT MATTERS : Evangelism that is faithful (and effective). 

As the church, we are given the command to make disciples for Jesus Christ (Mat 28:19). In other words, to help 
others embrace the good news (gospel) message of "Abundant Life in Jesus Christ by submission to Him as Lord 
Before Savior in the relationship of Covenant through His Church."  

However, to be faithful (and effective) to this evangelistic command requires we adopt the same philosophy as 
those in the Bible. Their philosophy of evangelism consisted of the following essentials: 

1.  FRIENDSHIP 

1.1. Behind only the preaching of the gospel message itself, friendship is the second most frequent thing used by 
God to bring people to Christ. 

1.2. Friendship however requires more than being friendly. It means being a friend to other people - not only 
sharing your life w/them, but (more importantly) you getting to know them (i.e. caring about who they are - 
rejoicing when they rejoice, etc - Rom 12:15). Between the two, the scale should tip in the latter direction since 
this is what is necessary to applying the gospel to their lives in a way that resonates w/who they and where they 
are at. Both are things you will never figure out unless you get to know them (1Co 9:19, 22 - "I have made myself a 
servant to all...become all things to all people..." = requires getting to know who they are). 

1.3. Being a friend includes sharing the sound gospel message in its entirety (i.e. explaining its three main heads: 
AL, LBS, C/C). Anything less is selfish utilitarianism. Sharing the gospel in its entirety includes also not "rounding off 
the edges" when asked moral questions or what they will face should they die w/o Christ, telling them they are 
NOT a Christian (for those who claim to be but are clearly not), telling them that their gospel is wrong and church is 
false. When done in love, such "bruising" will build trust (Pro 27:6). In contrast hiding such things will eventually be 
found out and respect/trust lost (e.g. what happens when they find out that you have always believed they 
weren't Christians or embracing heresy?).   

1.4. Friendship is about building trust. People trust (and will often listen) those they feel know them since getting 
to know someone reveals that you care about them. 

1.5. For those guilty of hyper-Calvinism (only God can save people, we therefore affect nothing) consider again 1Co 
9 (19 -21 - "that I might win ... more of them..., those under the Law...those outside the Law";  22 - "that by all 
means I might save some..."). Paul understood the human component necessary to people being saved (Rom 
10:14). What we do (therefore) matters! It is what God uses as His ordained means to bringing the elect to Himself 
(hence why Paul can say this - 2Ti 2:10). 

2. WORLDVIEW 

2.1. Worldview (def) : how you view the world/universe and your relationship to it including: what you believe to 
be the origin of life, the meaning or purpose of life, the solution to life's problems and where it is all heading 1. 

2.2. Everybody possesses a worldview whether they realize it or not2.  

2.3. A person's worldview directly affects their outlook on life/how they live (2Th 2:1-3, 3:6-11). The power of 
worldview demonstrated: DirectTv commercials w/Rob Lowe. They are all about worldview (i.e. a "winners" 
worldview v. a "losers" worldview)! DirectTv is using worldview as a means to determining the media provider you 
choose! 

2.4. As Christians, the gospel we embrace directly determines our worldview. As such, what a person holds as their 
worldview equally reveals what their gospel is (what we really believe to be the true gospel message).  

                                                           
1 An alternative(and more lengthy) definition of worldview: "A worldview is a comprehensive set of assumptions that a person 
or culture makes in answer to several fundamental questions that face humans everywhere. These questions include the 
following: Where are we? (What is the nature of the universe and this planet on which we live? How does it come to be here 
and has it a future?), Who are we? (What does it mean to be human and how, if at all, are we distinct from the rest of the living 
creatures we live among?), What's gone wrong? (What is the cause of the way things are, which we instinctively feel is not the 
way it should be? Why are we in such a mess?). What is the solution? (What if anything, can be done to put things right? Is 
there hope for the future, and if so, hope in what or whom and by when?)." (Christopher J.H. Wright, "Old Testament Ethics For 
The People Of God", p. 17-18). 
2 Even for the person who can genuinely claim no real opinion in relation to those questions associated w/possessing a 
worldview, their lack of answers is in itself their worldview. The word used to describe such people is "apathetic". This too 
could be used to describe their motivation/outlook on life. 



2.5. That being said, the worldview of many (most?) Americans who claim to be Christian, is essentially no different 
than the Atheist: the way I live my life (i.e. my moral choices, relationships, hobbies, career, place of residence, the 
church I attend; how I spend the time and resources given to me) ultimately does not affect what happens to me 
after I die. And that b/c of their gospel(e.g. Evangelical Christian gospel: "As long as I have faith in Jesus, I am good 
to do what I want"; Atheist: "There is no life after death so I am good to do what I want.").  

The result of possessing this kind of worldview:  

 2.5.1. narcissism = excessive focus on self  (2Ti 3:1-2)  

 2.5.2. hedonism = live for pleasure (1Co 15:32; 2Ti 3:4)  

 2.5.3. pragmatism = truth determined by its ability to produce desired results. The ends justify the 
 means (Rev 3:17; Jer 44:16-18) 

 2.5.4. humanism = human agendas are more important than divine agendas (Mat 16:23). 

 2.5.5. secularism = mankind is the product of (theistic) evolution which means that morality/(God?)is also 
 evolving (1Ti 2:12 - Paul's need to address this issue stems from a feminist/egalitarian worldview that was 
 very popular within the Roman Empire - Act 13:50, 17:4, 12). 

2.6.  Why knowing all of this is important to evangelism: b/c in our efforts to faithfully (and effectively) evangelize 
others (including those who already claim to be Christian but clearly are not), we will also (by necessity) be 
addressing, affecting and attempting to change their current worldview! 

2.7. However, before we can deal with the worldview of others, we must make sure that what we possess is 
correct. In other words, that what we believe and practice is the Christian Worldview - So what is that? 

 2.7.1. Where it all started (Origin)= Creation under Christ 

  2.7.1.1. All that has ever existed (including men and angels) were originally created by   
  Jesus Christ, the second member of the un-created, eternal Godhead3 in a span of six   
  literal days. This is the same Jesus , Who (<2k yrs ago) also took on human flesh and   
  became a Man (Col 1:16-17 w/Gen 1:1, 26-"Let Us make man in Our own image..."; Gen   
  2:2-3). As such they were created in a state of righteousness and (therefore) in complete  
  obedience to His will (Gen 1:1 w/314; also Gen 2:25). 

  2.7.1.2. The result of this moral perfection and submission to Christ was a world of   
  perfect  BEAUTY (def. = order, symmetry and form which fits function) in germinal form.  
  In addition,  mankind (b/c he was made in the image of God), were given the privileged and  
  fulfilling purpose of not only functioning as Christ's earthly vice-regents, but also   
  expanding the borders of the paradise garden He had given as their first home and   
  "template of design" for the rest of the planet (Gen 1:28; 2:5-15 - "garden" [para,deison   
  versus kh/poj, =, Luk 23:43; 2Co 12:4; Rev 2:7]). 

  2.7.1.3. In this respect, humanity was also given the sacred role of ministers to God, enjoying  
  an intimate relationship w/God and the ability to create beauty on His behalf. It was "heaven on  
  earth"5  (Gen 2:16 - "And the Lord God commanded the man, saying...", 3:8 - "they   
  heard the Lord walking in the garden in the cool of the day"; Eze 28:12-14).   

 2.7.2. What this all means (practically) for us as Christians = Making our lives/world a beautiful place still 
 matters to Christ  and in our evangelism of others (Rom 8:12-23).    

 2.7.3. What this looks like = using the resources God has given to us to beautify (bring symmetry/order, 
 form-fitting-function to) our lives (e.g. our appearance, our homes, our lawns, our 
 relationships/families/marriages - most esp. our church! - Hab 1:7-9; 1Co 14:40; Consider the "broken 
 window  theory" - Tim Kuenning's example as a police officer).     

                                                           
3 The Scriptures present this Godhead, as the Intelligent/Personal, Moral and Immovable-Mover that logically, ethically and 
philosophically must exist in order for the universe  - as we know it (a place where intelligent/personal, moral creatures exist) to 
be possible. As such, the Christian worldview (as communicated through the pages of Scripture) provides the only 
plausible/legitimate answer to the origin question - a subject which will be further discussed under Apologetics.  
4 The word translated "good" in Genesis 1:31 is the same word used elsewhere in Scripture to refer to God's character (e.g. Psa 
25:8, 34:9 ). As such, it refers not only to ontological perfection but also moral perfection. 
5 The earth (or more specifically Eden) was God's heavenly throne-room on earth. The word used to describe God walking in the 
garden is the same word used to speak of God's presence in sacred space of the tabernacle - a place  meant to represent 
heaven on earth (2Sa 7:6). It is worth also considering the aesthetic appeal of the tabernacle and Temple - both were places of 
incredible beauty meant to imitate God's original edenic paradise and man's creational mission (1Ki 6:18, 29). 


